
1. Which of the underlined words is a 
PREPOSITION?

Will you wash all of the dishes?

     A  all
     B  of
     C  the
     D  dishes

2. Which of the underlined words are  
PREPOSITIONS?

I put everything that was in the mailbox on the
table.
         A  put and in
         B  in and table
         C  table and put
         D in and on

3. Which of the underlined words is a 
PREPOSITION?

I ate my snack after I did my math.

      A  ate
      B  after
      C  did
      D  my

4. Which group of words is a 
PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE?

The little boy ran around in a circle when he 
played.

         A  the little boy
         B  ran around
         C  in a circle
         D  when he played

5. Which group of words is a 
PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE?

 Randall raced across the goal line, and he 
scored a touchdown!

          A  raced across
          B  across the goal line
          C  scored a touchdown
          D  and he scored

6. Which group of words is a 
PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE?

               A   over the rainbow
               B   the old lady
               C   threw a stick
               D   Wow!

7. What is the function of the underlined 
PREPOSITION?

The little boy was told to walk away from the 
expensive statue.

                A  Conveys purpose
                B  Conveys time
                C  Conveys direction
                D  Conveys location

8. What is the function of the underlined 
PREPOSITION?

Abby was told to eat her blueberry muffin 
during snack time.

                A  Conveys purpose
                B  Conveys time
                C  Conveys direction
                D  Conveys location



9. What is the function of the underlined 
PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE?

The baby sat with his blue blanket.

               A  Conveys direction
               B  Conveys time
               C  Provides details
               D  Conveys location

10. What is the function of the underlined 
PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE?

Mrs. Corbett said she would time us on our 
division facts for one minute.

               A  Conveys direction
               B  Conveys time
               C  Provides details
               D  Conveys location

11. What is the function of the underlined 
PREPOSITION?

Elizabeth was told to walk quietly near the 
sleeping baby.

               A  Conveys direction
               B  Conveys time
               C  Provides details
               D  Conveys location

12. What is the function of the underlined 
PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE?

The excited boy played his new drum for two 
hours.

               A  Conveys direction
               B  Conveys time
               C  Provides details
               D  Conveys location

13.  Which of the underlined words are 
PREPOSITIONS?

On the stove, there was a hot pot of stew.

                A  on and was
                B  was and hot
                C  of  and stew
                D  on and of

14.  Which group of words is a 
PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE?

Robert and Lucas found the last Easter egg 
hidden under the table.

                   A  Robert and Lucas
                   B  found the last 
                   C  under the table
                   D  the last Easter egg

15.  Which group of words is a 
PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE?

Between the trees, a squirrel was nibbling an 
acorn.

                   A  between the trees
                   B  nibbling an acorn
                   C  a squirrel
                   D  was nibbling

16.  Which group of word is a 
PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE?

Ashlyn swam across the pool, under the 
diving board, and toward her friends.

                   A  across the pool
                   B  under the diving board
                   C  toward her friends
                   D  all of the above



17.  Which of the underlined words is a 
PREPOSITION?

Morgan ate a snack while reading her book by
the oak tree.

                     A  ate
                     B snack
                     C  her
                     D  by

18.  Which of the underlined words is a 
PREPOSITION?

Elliot drew a beautiful picture of a waterfall.

                      A  drew
                      B  beautiful
                      C  of
                      D  waterfall

19. What is the function of the underlined 
PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE?

Holly did her math homework in the car.

               A  Conveys direction
               B  Conveys time
               C  Provides details
               D  Conveys location

20. What is the function of the underlined 
PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE?

Jonathan threw the ball toward first base.

               A  Conveys direction
               B  Conveys time
               C  Provides details
               D  Conveys location

Answer Key:

1-B
2-D                                                        Note from Melissa:  These cards can be cut apart and
3-B                                                                                          used with any game board.  They
4-C                                                                                          could also be used as written
5-B                                                                                          independent work activity or
6-A                                                                                          assessment.
7-C
8-B
9-C
10-B
11-D
12-B
13-D
14-C
15-A
16-D
17-D
18-C
19-D
20-A


